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Words don’t come easy – money doesn’t
either brings together a group of artists,
whose work explores how poetry might
offer new ways to negotiate capitalism.
The value ascribed to money is like the
meaning ascribed to words. Both involve
restrictive forms of exchange. But in poetry,
the rules of language can be reinvented,
inverted and subverted. Words are freed
from day-to-day functionality, meaning can
become more slippery, and the scope for
interpretation expands. For us, the poem
is a testing ground to examine and reconceive finance and labour, while at the
same time, offers a space to bear witness
to the casualties of capitalism.
Opening with an introductory essay
written by the curators, this publication
provides a platform beyond the exhibition
space, where the project’s artists, writers and researchers can expand on their
contributions, and widen the discourse
through a selection of texts and images.
The audio transcript from Hanne Lippard’s
The Myths and Realities of Achieving
Financial Independence reveals a parallel
between shifts in language and the ritualistic cycles of market inflation. Eric Peter’s
prologue details the research and motivation behind Economy as Intimacy, an
ongoing project that forms part of the show
at KIT. The way words transform our perception of the world is explored by Isabella
Fürnkäs’ text Dislocated Headquarters. An

Youri David Appelo and Marian Stindt

Preface

essay by sociologist Dr. Jamie Woodcock
sets forward a biting critique of the gamification of labour, and investigates tactics
of possible resistance. A poem by Eric
Peter exemplifies an elegiac, intimate approach to examining the economy. Lastly,
interspersed between the texts, Juan Pérez
Agirregoikoa’s illustrations describe lively
scenes of rejection and frustration in response to work culture and the capitalisation of culture.

Juan Pérez Agirregoikoa
Re education, watercolor on paper (100 x 130 cm), 2007
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Why Poetry and Capital?
Poetic language is non-functional and ambiguous; according to Franco “Bifo” Berardi,

Eric Peter

The Problem with the C-word
Capitalism is a predatory ideology, which
commodifies everything from water to sleep,
demanding ever-increasing returns from
a planet and population that have less and
less left to give. As capitalism’s grip tightens, we cannot help but be more aware of
the widening gap between rich and poor;
increasing worker precariousness; and the
plumes of smoke that factories pump into
earth’s atmosphere day by day.

Hanne Lippard

Do words do more than simply describe
the things around us? Does language
actively shape our material existence?
A capital-oriented world-order leaves an
irreversible imprint on our planet and affects
our every waking moment. Words don’t
come easy explores the possibility of altering
our experience through language. In the
context of the exhibition, verbal and written
testimonies of western capitalistic experience
serve as a testing ground and as the basis
for an investigation of collective sentiment,
allowing the reader, listener and visitor to relate or disassociate with personal reflections.

Youri David Appelo and Marian Stindt

Words don’t
come easy –
money
doesn’t either

But while we describe capitalism as
a predator, an all-consuming machine, we
must also recognise our own role as consumers and producers. We are like the face
and hands of the body that makes up the
capitalistic apparatus. While we labour, we
might at the same time shape the system
from within. Without claiming the possibility
of eradicating the current economic orthodoxy, critical artistic practices might possess
the power to shift perspectives and produce
new forms of language, which allow us
to think outside the conventional discourse
that surrounds capitalism. The title of Yanis
Varoufakis’ TED talk, Capitalism will eat
democracy unless we speak up, is suggestive of the emancipatory potential that
words might carry. But the act of speaking
up immediately appears problematic. To
whom do we address? We can’t call capitalism to stand trial – it’s not embodied by
any one person. Rather than try to speak
directly to capitalism, it’s possible, we
might change our relation to the system by
altering the language we use. Performing
as a playful gesture, Words don’t come easy
explores poetry’s power to rethink our
economic order. The voices of the artists
and writers in this publication bear the signs
of impotence, lunacy, frustration, humour
and dissociation, reflecting on labour
conditions in an era of robotisation, digital
platform work and the division between
the global north and south.

Juan Pérez Agirregoikoa
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Critical Perspectives on
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A Question of Perspective
As different languages inform different
experiences, under capitalism, a subject’s
identity is structured by social and educational class, nationality, age, gender and
so on. On top of these factors, the economic evolution is shaped and influenced
by developments like globalisation and robotisation of labour, which further shape the
experience of producers and consumers.

However, we first have to acknowledge that it’s impossible to criticise capitalism
without recognising its global complexities
and the differences in labour conditions
across the world. For example, the Apple laptop this text is written on unites a multitude
of labour conditions within one product and
exemplifies the discrepancy of privilege
in a globalised economy: from the person
who is able to buy the laptop, to the person
who assembled its parts. The experience
of the CEO of Apple is very different from
that of the software programmer (USA),
which is again different from the miner
(DRC) and the sweatshop worker (CHN).
Taking into account that today work means
many different things to many different
people, the exhibition and this publication
necessarily concerns itself with a limited,
subjective selection of experiences from
contemporary capitalism.
Secondly, automation has substantially restructured the labour market and
changed the relationship between humans
and machines, labour and leisure. Advances
in industrial computation and robotisation
initially promised to increase workers’ leisure
time. When in 1967 E. P. Thompson wrote
about the automation of labour, he wondered if the people of the future “will begin
to lose that restless urgency, that desire
to consume time purposively, which most
people carry just as they carry a watch
on their wrists.” 2 But rather than shorten the
working day, today, machines and robots
have squeezed the job market, increased
precariousness, reduced workers’ rights
and forced them to labour longer days for

Hanne Lippard

Berardi uses the term
semio-capitalism for an
economy that shifted
from the production of
material products to the
“semiocapitalist” production of immaterial
goods, like knowledge
or experience.
1

poetry has huge power in the current,
semio-capitalistic system1, characterised
by a shift from the production of material
products to immaterial goods, like knowledge and experience.
While Bifo’s theory is rooted in historical poetry, in Words don’t come easy,
each artist’s voice directly responds to postcapitalism and labour precariousness;
the strength of these expressions lies in
the power of poetic language. What exactly
constitutes this power? We are constantly
reshaping our language: new words and
phrases like “bingeable (adj)” or “zoodle (n)”
continually make their way into the dictionary. But can the opposite said to be true?
Can changes in language alter the material
conditions of existence? Since the early
twentieth century, psychologists and linguists
have debated whether the words we use
can influence how we intuit our surroundings.
We know, for example, that different languages divide the colour spectrum in very
distinct ways, suggesting we literally see
the world through the lens of language.
We don’t just use words to communicate,
we use them to think.

Juan Pérez Agirregoikoa
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Eric Peter

The value of subjective perspectives on the
global economic system, through the prism
of poetic language, lies in the impossibility
to grasp all its complexities; however, what
it does do is shed light on the experience
of day-to-day life. The focus on experiences
can be the first step to a growing a new
consciousness. We as individuals can shape
our experiences more than we think.

Hanne Lippard
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is your experience of capitalism, global
capital, neo-capitalism, semio-capitalism,
capitalisation, the economy, sharing economy, experience economy, gig-economy,
circular economy, blue economy, oikonomia,
a driverless car that delivers your pizza,
digital labour, digital platform work, bitcoin,
speculation, Amazon, Amazon, Amazon,
homo economicus, digitalisation, influencer,
isolation, the world wide web, advertising,
e-commerce, shopaholic, 24-hour market,
social capital, cultural capital, Wall Street,
investments, bonds, robotisation, unskilled
labour, outsourcing, product ratings, Airbnb,
freelance work, internships, working for
free, playbour, profit, non-profit, debts, tax,
tax havens, financial domination, YouTube,
market research, vloggers, data accumulation, unions, trade deals, trade wars, sale,
Uber, old money, new money, sex sells,
banks, gold, marketing, cash flow, cryptocurrencies, inflation, going viral?

Youri David Appelo and Marian Stindt

shorter pay. The Legend of John Henry,
an African American folk hero exemplifies
the competition between woman/man and
machine. Henry is said to have been a railway worker, tasked with hammering a steel
drill into the rock in preparation to set explosives. He took a lot of pride in his work
and when introduced to the newly invented
steam drill, which threatened his livelihood,
Henry challenged the machine to a steel
driving competition. The contest between
Henry and the machine went on all day
and night. Henry won but exhausted died
from a heart attack, his hammer in his
hand. Not only does Henry’s story speak
about the tension between woman/man
and machine, but also exemplifies how
playful competition, what Jamie Woodcock
refers to as gamification, is used to trick
humans into hyper-productivity. When
saying that the machine is working for humans, it is important to recognise that the
machine is almost always working for the
shareholders of a company, against and
in competition with the workers. And therefore, this story emphasises that the rise of
machines in our labour market created an
experience of failure between workers; they
were fired, and thus failed in a game they
could only lose. But could unconditional
basic income have saved Henry’s life?
What’s clear is that capitalism affects us all in a myriad of ways, no matter
if you are a part-time jobber, nine-to-five
office worker, temporarily employed,
freelancer, job seeker, young entrepreneur,
someone waiting for a work permit, pensioner, civil servant or millionaire. What

Juan Pérez Agirregoikoa
Reject Family 2, watercolor on paper (50 x 35 cm), 2007

Reject Work, watercolor on paper (50 x 35 cm), 2007
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Sea shells she sells at the seashore. The sells
she shells are surely seashells. She surely
soon will quit selling shells because her salary
for shelling seashells is far too low for herself.
The salary she sees at the end of the day after
selling these seashells is less than the value
of a seashell in itself. When the tide is high
the salary for shelling these seashells is still
very low, although she has to dive even deeper
down in the sea to find those that are fully
perfect seashells which she can shell on the
seashore. Only seashells with an even shade
of seashell white are something to be sold
on the seashore she is told by the man who
owns the seashore. If by the end of the day
she did not find such seashells, her salary for
selling these seashells will fall far beneath the
seashore. These perfect seashells she sells
are surely seashells. How can she tell that the
shells sea shells are truly seashells? Truthful
seashells are full of shewater and true seashells tell you the truth when you listen well
to these seashells she sells. Once sea comes

Hanne Lippard

The Myths
and Realities
of Achieving
Financial
Independence

up from the she and empties out the seashells onto the sea-boat the seashells are both
weighed and polished before she can start
selling these seashells that she sells. Too
much liquid in her body makes her seasick.
She feels sick on a daily basis from selling the
sells she shells and so she shells herself that
she must quit shelling sells. The man who owns
the she shore tells her that without shelling
seashells life in itself is going to be a true hell.
Hell is a place below her salary he says and
sells a shell to a woman who wants to buy
a seashell from herself. Hell is a place without
the perfection of a seashell he says and takes
the money from the woman for the shell he
sold. Might be, she yells back at the man with
the seashell in his hand, but if so then heaven
is a place above sealevel she sells to herself
and walks away from the sells she once sold.
She does not look back on the seahell and
the shells she once sold but instead she looks
ahead and thinks: what to shell when one
has stopped shelling the seashells she sells?
She walks further down the seashore until
she meets a man who has seen her before
when shelling the seashells she once sold on
the seashore. He can see that she no longer
sells the shells she once sold and therefore
offers her some money to sell off her shell to
himself for a night on the sheshore. The money
is twice the amount of the shells she sells,
but still she tells him that the shells she sells
are surely seashells and that her own sheshell
is surely her own and not like the shells she
sells or once sold. This shell has no price she
yells and tells the man to go to hell, a place
below sea level where her own sheshell is out
of sight. She walks further down the sheshore

Juan Pérez Agirregoikoa
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walk even further down the seashore she
would just fall deeper beneath sealevel and
in the end it would be a true living seahell.
She no longer knows what to do down at the
seashore. She has sold both seashells and
slippery soap and both were full of shit at the
end of the day. The manager calls her in the
next day. She washes herself clean from the
soap and walks down the seashore to the
shells she once sold. He tells her that there is
a salary above sealevel which she can earn
for herself if she wants to stay on the seashore.
She is happy to hear this and asks him what
she now has to shell to make a living on the
seashore. He says that he has heard from a
man down on the seashore that she once sold
him her sheshell, and that the price of this
seashell was twice as much as a shiny seashell
in itself. Are you willing to do business, he says
through a seashell in order to keep the words
between them. At first she wants to tell him to
go to hell, but then realises that she is already
in such a place and there is no way she could
go further down the seashore. Her expenses
can be paid if she sells her she-shell by herself.
But the manager wants 50% off her seashore
salary if she sells her shell on his seashore.
At the end of the day she will earn the same
amount for her own shell as the shiny seashells
she once sold on the seashore. The shells she
once sold were surely seashells, but the shells
she now sells are something else. Heaven is
a place above sealevel she sells to herself and
walks up and down the seashore as a seawhore at the seashore. Hell is a place beneath
sealevel she now knows for sure on the shesure
where she sells her sheshell. Then one day
when the tide is high and the heavens are low

Hanne Lippard

until he is out of seesight, and at the end
of the sheshore she is sure to find another
shesure job. The sells she once shelled are
shortly replaced with soap to be sold. Shit
happens and soap is there to make it less so.
The soap she now sells is a slippery slope.
At first she sells the soap and is happy to have
another job at the seashore, but with soap
there is water and slowly she once again feels
seasick from its liquid. The soap she sells is
clean as hell, but the shit in itself is surely badly
paid. Once the payslip slips down the slippery
slope, she realises that the payment for selling
the soap she now sells is rather shitty. A piece
of slippery soap costs less than a shiny seashell, and so her salary is now somewhere far
beneath sealevel, further down than it once
was when she sold the shells she once sold.
She tells the other soap-sellers that she’s not
taking this sea-shit and demands to speak to
the soap-slope manager. The man who owned
the seashell-shop then appears on the top of
the slippery slope. Since he owns the seashore
he surely also owns the soap she now sells.
She could have figured out that by herself
from the shells she once sold and the way he
spoke to her on the other side of the sheshore
where she sold the shells she once sold. He
tells her that he told her once before that hell
was a place below her salary and this is where
is she is right now. The shells you once sold
were a better hell than the hell you now sell he
says through a seashell in order to keep these
words between them. Soap might make things
shine but shells shine all by themselves when
found on the seashore. For every day that the
water washes through her she feels as if she
is losing the sheshine in herself. If she would
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From 2015 into 2017, I had worked on a video project
exploring the political potential of optimism through
dialogue, all the while cognizant of the realities of life
under advanced capitalism. But towards its finalisation,
it became increasingly clear to me how ‘economy’ is the
root cause of a variety of problems in our current world
order. In particular, living in a capitalist society, our
being in the world is based upon a system of structural
inequality. Or, in other words, we engage in a lifestyle
based on self-improvement in material and financial
spheres often eschewing spirituality and, importantly,
relation(s). If we are to overhaul the leitmotiv economics
has become, we need to start transforming the way we
engage with economics through our public and, most
pertinently, private lives.
Poetry (ποiησις, poiesis) is one potential means
to rethink our systematic ignorance of affective economies.
Simplistically, negating a world of digits with a world
of words; words describe concepts and constructs,
but also operate bodily and affectively to reach beyond
linguistic understanding. Franco “Bifo” Berardi writes
on the relation between finance and poetry in his book
The Uprising: On Poetry and Finance (2012). Although
I find Berardi’s vision without much hope for a future,
I can agree on his attribution of power to the poetic
(i.e. symbolic, sensible, affective) within, what he calls,
the semiocapitalistic and automative system of advanced
capitalism. Berardi’s notion of semiocapitalism points to
the post-fordist conditions, wherein finance has become

Isabella Fürnkäs
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An epilogue
on Economy
as Intimacy

Hanne Lippard

she bites into a piece of a seashell which she
finds on the seashore. The shells she once
sold were surely seashells, but seashells like
the once she once sold on the sheshore seem
to exist in the seamud as well. She thought
that the shells she sold were surely seashells.
One can surely be mistaken about facts of life
she then thinks to herself on the shesure.
She listens to the hole that is made from the
seahole in the seashell. Truthful seashells
speak a truth of themselves. Truthful seashells
are full of shewater and truly seashells tell you
the truthful truth when you listen to them well.
But seashells filled with the mud from hell are
nothing but silent shesells. Standing here with
her mouth deep down in mud between silent
seashells beneath the seashore where she
once sold seashells and now sells she takes
a moment out to think of the shells she once
sold. The mud she digs dissolves beneath
herself and the silence she shells from the seashell filled with mud is surely a seahell in itself.
Standing still on the seashore time passes and
slowly she fossilises into a seashell in herself.
When the tide is high she is then picked up
from the sea and sold as a seashell on the
seashore by a girl who sells seashells. The girl
shells she sells at the seashore. The sells she
shells are surely sheshells. She shells sea sells
at the shesure; The sells she sells are surely
seesells. She sells sea sells at the sheshore.
The shells she shells are surely seasells. Time
for a change.

Drawing from Carson and Berardi allows a degree of
speculation in thought and word, language being the
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Along similar lines of thought, Anne Carson expends
beautifully on poetry’s subversive potential (in both the
past and the present) throughout her book Economy
of the Unlost (1999). Her training in Classics, Ancient
History and poetry informs her studies on the relations
between the Ancient Greek gift economy (ξενία, xenia)
– how poetry was first commodified (through Simonides
of Keos) – and the later poet Paul Celan. A larger part
of her book goes into the absence of words, often by
a negation of these words – stating even a stronger presence of them. Which in itself is a form of indebtedness
in the holding back of words from the reader, owing them
a sign of words through their absence. And in between,
Carson reflects upon Marx’s writing on bank notes and
coins, stating money is one of the greatest poetic agencies we know – yet not as powerful as language itself:
“‘Language does not transform ideas so that the peculiarity of ideas is dissolved and their social character
runs alongside them as a separate entity, like prices
alongside commodities. Ideas do not exist separately
from language.’ Marx suggests an alternate model: money
is not like language but it is like translated language.
‘Ideas which have first to be translated out of their mother
tongue into a foreign (fremde) language in order to
circulate, in order to become exchangeable [...]’” 2

currency of speculation in this instance. The title of this
project, ‘Economy as Intimacy’, might need more explaining into the choice and use of the word ‘intimacy’. Let us
rethink the word by considering its etymology. The Latin
verb intimare implies a certain vulnerability between subjects: by making known (in private), announcing something
(a partnership, a friendship, perhaps love) or impressing
(by means of a gift or cordial gesture), one draws the
other closer to oneself. It is this very vulnerability between
subjects that informs my understanding of intimacy.
Turning to intimacy and/with economics, intimacy
is an act of connectedness, closeness and communalism. This making of relations is also a form of exchange.
Viviana A. Zelizer writes in the prologue of her book
The Purchase of Intimacy (2005) about how people can
find it difficult to rhyme the two “if you think that economic self-interest determines all social relations, if
you imagine that the world splits sharply into separate
spheres of rationality and sentiment, or if you suppose
that intimacy is a delicate plant that can only survive in
a thick-windowed greenhouse.” 3 She negates the cynicism perceived as inherent to economics in favour of a
“warmer” – even affectionate – view towards this discipline.
Intimacy is less about the Self or the Other, than
about that space In-Between. In this understanding,
it is a tool to overcome (in)differences and find common
ground in a ‘private space’, that is, the space of intimacy
(friendship, love, familiarity, community). Lauren Berlant,
who wrote extensively on intimacy through various
publications, negates the overcoming of (in)differences
as such:“Intimacy builds worlds; it creates spaces and
usurps places meant for other kinds of relation.” 4 Thus,
for Berlant, intimacy carries world building potentialities.
It possesses an ability to produce spaces where a kind
of public intimacy, be it cerebral or physical, abounds.
Nevertheless, trust and distrust are equally part of it.
In the same essay, she writes how intimacy too, encompasses “unavoidable troubles, the distractions and
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increasingly speculative (hence semio-capitalism ;
from σημεῖον, ‘sign’) and language has become automated (through the internet and the robotisation of
both the labour market and society in general). “Bifo”
writes: “Money and language have something in common: they are nothing and they move everything. They
are nothing but symbols, conventions, flatus vocis,
but they have the power of persuading human beings
to act, to work, to transform physical things.” 1
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Having expanded briefly on how I read intimacy, we
can return again to the project as a whole. Writing poems
about, or as, economy, affords a personalisation and
readdressing of acts and notions that have become normalized over time. Conditions ranging from (under)payment,
(over)produce, (zero-hour) contracts, and ‘petropolitics’
to interest. Berardi explores how economic growth has
become the most fundamental aspect of our financial
system. But if growth does not occur, economists denounce
something is wrong with society, that “society is sick
and shivering, and they name the disease ‘recession’” 6.
Moreover, investment, income, wage and debt have
become increasingly intangible. Within the creative
sector, we have all experienced these conditions – and
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Let’s end this text with two questions – put forward by
Anne Carson: What is lost when words are wasted? and
Who profits when words are saved?
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Ibid, p. 281

the same sentiment must feel familiar to those in other
labour sectors of the economy. It doesn’t matter if you’re
on a zero-hour contract, an intern, a freelancer, on parental leave, on sick leave or make over-hours every week.
The poems within the publication Economy as
Intimacy, Vol. 1 as published in collaboration with A Tale
of a Tub in April 2018, reimagine/rewrite the supposed
sacredness of the economic subject into a critical narrative
of it as a world of social connections (and from there,
more empathy and generosity). This does not entail
romanticising the subject, but rather foregrounds these
concerns, building a place from which to start, expand,
and revise attitude(s). On a formal level, these poems
address the hierarchies (or: economies) of languages,
manoeuvring from vernacular to archaic English,
from Bisaya to French and to phonetic use of words.
It is through the use of multiple languages
and different types of spelling, that a postcolonial reality
is laid barren – (in)explicitly. In the title of the poem
Mesmerizing Munia 7 for instance, we see the use of
the American standardised spelling: -zing instead of
-sing. In other parts of the publication, Filipinised words
are used. “Intensyon”8 and “obligasyon”9 being two
examples. Although subtle, these wordly interventions
attempt to position one nation as a former colony of
another; and how economic relations at large, between
nations, voluntarily or by political discontent, are (still)
affected by historical structures of colonisers. Economy
is indeed a vast and intangible concept, perhaps
one that only poetry can attempt, in futility, to exhaust.
My poems gesture towards this very ‘ungraspableness’,
to a lack of referent, that might or might not fail.

Isabella Fürnkäs
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disruptions that make things turn out in unpredicted scenarios.” Because“romance and friendship inevitably meet
the instabilities of sexuality, money, expectation, and exhaustion, producing, at the extreme, moral dramas of estrangement and betrayal, along with terrible spectaclesof neglect
and violence even where desire, perhaps, endures.” 5
It is interesting Berlant brings in money here.
It being, as earlier mentioned, such an illusive and ungraspable thing in itself – only existing through symbols,
conventions and words. Money involves great trust,
similar intentions and similar understandings. So of course,
if misunderstandings around money happen in the
intimate intimate sphere, this can do greave damage to
one’s relation. And similarly one a macro level, when
devious trade constructions between nations evoke anger.
I have to think here of the current president of the US
and his anger of European trade deals with the US, which
were suddenly deemed only beneficial for Europe – a
slight crack in the political relationship between both land
masses. Therefore, going back to the why of intimacy
and economy, I see it as a potent space for an uprising
against a social climate that has become normalised
under advanced capitalism.
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Culture Serves, watercolor on paper (100 x 130 cm), 2008
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evolving
esoteric
euphorism
bruning
surprisingly
fast
licking
elegant
evilness
closer
no
charming
comparison
possible
are
we
pleasantly
promiscuous?
a
local
bike
truth
eaten
alive
now
devoured

delightfully
too
much
enchanting
aluminum
bashed
open
minded
city
skulls
fiercely
opened
gorgeously
crashed
bonegrinding
numerous
directions
dispatched
languages
the
jealousy
carrousel
bewitching
wolf-cries
unobtainable
magpies
why
primitive
puberty
principles
power
points
panicking
around
sharing
shaping
shopping

showing
seducing
shells
mesmeric
mussels
pleasant
practical
phallus
play
how
enchanting!
good
looks
smell
ugly
wrapped
pumped
dolled
stuffed
perished
costly
silicon
roads
leading
astray
redundant
repetitive
rotative
ambitions
chewed
arguments
padded
propositions
consolatory
products
cum
cum
ex
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hit
softer
caress
better
speak
the
right
words
in
the
right
way
in
the
right
time
kill
consciously
lethal
energy
murder
politely
without
knifes
without
hands
without
fear
using
gracious
elusive

white
noise
repressive
conceptions
nihilating
prettyly
candied
wholes
no
honey
no
clues
just
ambiguous
temptations
just
smashing
careless
compassion
will
you
care
for
your
wounded
dying
prey?
peephole
smalltalk
devours
wrapped
gorgeous
costumes
hazy
hollow
disguises
wiping
out

Isabella Fürnkäs

Dislocated
Headquarters

smiling
back
her
is
him
while
he
is
us
them
being
me
who
is
she?
interesting
how
wonderful
ideas
flood
hollow
rooms
with
destruction
and
empty
essences
leaving
emotional
cripples
bleeding
without
sounds
without
notions
without
thoughts
weightless
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In Ekklesia, film still, 2015

Isabella Fürnkäs

charming
skeletons
asphyxiating
dissatisfaction
blind
capitals
alcoholic
machines
drunk
demonic
industries
whining
in
front
of
spectral
nations
invincible
madhouses
granite
windows
plastered
doorknobs
monstrous
bombs
emotional
disclosure
solitude
sickness
generic
bluntness
artificial
disease
mechanical
illness
mad
generation

peut-être
un jour
il n’y aura
plus
de temps
du tout?
20
years
cemented
sphinxes
with
animalistic
mindsets
silver
platters
golden
patterns
tired
illuminations
itching
cures
just
put
balm
everywhere
endlessly
extended
excess
it’s
never
priceless
slay
melted
minds
such
dull
vulgar
promise
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hitting
screens
engraving
fluidity
dissolving
personality
emptying
images
undertaking
hallucinations
genius
selfindulgent
violence
zero
capacity
burning
tender
scars
in
your
antenna
slowly
my
seismograph
is
not
reacting
constantly
neglecting
forgetting
suffering
screaming
resurrecting
no
reception
pointing
at

you
me
i
am
he
you
are
she
her
is
them
you
still
search
not
seeing
him
why
me?
softer
softer
innocent
naive
gentle
don’t
touch
my
low
battery
baby
it’s
lazy
lady
shady
baby
your
slave
maybe

come
ravy
closer
lady
and
bumpy
whisper
navy
i
crazy
want
oh
to
baby
love
it’s
you
a
to
marvelous
death
massacre
jailhouse
guillotine
warm
bactéries
blood
flood
mud
disguised
as
a
lighthouse
appear
right?
L’équilibre
des forces
en présence
forgetting
howling
towards
the
driver
he
is
at
full
speed
sound piece
just
surround sound
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masks
doo
doos
personal
pool
hygiene
endless
oil
bruning
new
gaps
into
careless
syntax
sexless
hydrogen
second-life
destruction
streaming
higher
consciousness
only
vertical
skylines
falling
shattering
robotic
apartments
body
burdens
polished
hysterical
nakedness
why
try?
invisible
suburbs

Dislocated Headquarters Isabella Fürnkäs

no
use
strolling
inside
inflamed
braincells
burned
ground
zero
no
hesitation
inside
bloated
imagination
procrastination
nothing
declining
nothing
generating
nothing
defining
nothing
wanting
no
more
cute
cheerful
cadavers
chatting
choiceless
adoring
delusions
erasing
depression
electricity
banks
meditative
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In Ekklesia, film still, 2015

Isabella Fürnkäs

Thot water sipping into wood
Leaving white specks nd spots

Dear banker,
Dear fracker,
Dear oligarch,
Dear climate change denier

I know, I know...
You prefer your vacuum
Partner and children at home
When you enter the door foods ready
Reek of potatoes with sautéed beef
The blue tinge tone from an LED
Colouring the front room
Mimimimi mimi
Sexy me
Neglecting the LEDC
What is life beyond Mysteryland?
Vraag ik mezelf af...
Children of the now, I call on you
Who’s gonna save the world tonight?
Who’s gonna bring you back to life?
My name is Eric with a C
My hopes might seem dreams
They are and R

34

The fingers type words
And I’m conscious how fings
Unlike within my heart
Start to sound like drivel
The aorta pumps the blood
Through a rhizome of veins
Mon ami
Mon army
Armed with a multiple nr bank deposit
—if only evry digit was a soldier
Albeit your forehead is
Not crowned with the black spot
As result of salah
Nor is ur neck embellished
With a miniature crux gemmata
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N wuift het probleem weg
Met een vlugge zwaai
Gesturing de ander to shut up
Haan, theek

Isabella Fürnkäs

Even dis letter isnt addressing you
On any level personal
But vaguely general
Addressing a job descripsyon—
Imagine me whisper
Hey engineer, baibai shopkeeper—		
You hold onto dearly
Unaware of the abyss
In dismissal of communal wealth
We could be enemies
But you are a piece
Of me as much
As I’m piece of you
You’re just a friend with wrong dreams

Jeg ved du äre not personly to blame
Mon ami qui croit aux mauvais rêves

Illustrations from notebook of Eric Peter

Eric Peter

Yours Sincerely

R to the I to the C
Eerie real tea
As it spills ov er the table

Juan Pérez Agirregoikoa

You are withal a believer
Of wrong dreams
Oh Lord, give us more money!
Old Believer!
You speak of millions as mere pennies
Out of league
Out of truth
Coins need to be flipped twice
To pay rent
Or purchase a child’s play toy
Aapka naam kya hai?
Havent yet met the king or queen
But for sure the princes and princesses
And lemme tell you what—
Therell always be privilege over privilege
But if I take less, youll have more
A black cat then passes my window sill
May it reflect its bad luck to your side
Your LinkedIn exhibits
A list of high-profile jobs—
Lemme kiss you here
Crevasses clogged
Cracks overflowing
A soldier as comrade
Army of love
L’armée des senses
Serf to the wrong ideals
Let’s call it love/compassion
Whatever thou whilst

Pulsions de droite, watercolor on paper (100 x 90 cm), 2007

But whom am I (am I)
To speak for a world (a world)?
Please remember its me
Eric with a C
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Why gamify work?
The early theories of gamification may
have dreamt of bringing play and fun into

Hanne Lippard

Adapted from:
Woodcock, J. and
Johnson, M. R. (2018)
Gamification: What it is,
and how to fight it,
The Sociological Review,
66(3): pp. 542-558

What is gamification?
“Gamification” is the application of game
systems – competition, rewards, quantifying player/user behaviour – into non-game
domains, such as work, productivity, and
fitness. At first, many of these instances
come across as “fun”, breaking from the
boredom of everyday life. You may have
used a gamified app to help learn a new
language or get into running a 10 km race.
However, beyond these applications,
the gamification of work is a much more
concerning contemporary trend.
The theory behind “gamification”
proposes that people’s behaviour can be
successfully restructured through systems
and metrics that are drawn from games.
It is increasingly being applied to new
aspects of our lives. This often happens
without any critical consideration, with
people championing the technique as
a digital “cure-all.” Much like other forms
of digital technology, it is treated unproblematically as a progressive force.

Dr. Jamie Woodcock

Against the
gamification
of work

the more banal activities of our lives,
but there is one primary area in which it
has found the most application: work.
Work remains the activity that the majority
of us will do for most of our time. It shapes
and reshapes society every day, while
remaining a point of struggle.
Despite work being central to capitalism, the organisation of work remains
contested. When we go to work, what
we are doing is selling our time to someone
else. The person who buys our time
(the boss) then wants to get the most use
out of it. The problem for the boss is that
the time bought (of labour-power from the
worker), unlike other commodities, comes
attached to a worker. While the boss
might want to get the most use from the
time, the worker does not want to be exhausted every day. Perhaps even having
some time for play and other activities
at the end of the day.
This tension between the worker
and the boss has been termed “the indeterminacy of labour power”, referring to
that indeterminate or unsure quality of time
being purchased at work. The history of
management at work has been a history
of different ways to try and overcome this.
For example, Frederick Taylor (who’s
theory of scientific management became
known as Taylorism) believed workers
would always try and “soldier” at work,
slowing down below their potential.
For Taylor, work should be careful
monitored and measured, ensuring the
assembly line operated as fast as possible.
However, as work as developed and
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Gamification in practice
The development of gamification at work
means it is shaped by the power relations
that exist there – and these are often
heavily weighted away from workers. This
means, in practice, gamification at work

has become a tool of management, rather
than anything playful. As the concept
became popular, there were many people
eager to learn the ‘secrets’ of gamification.
However, it is also worth noting, as
Tadhg Kelly has explained: in the field
of gamification [...] designers, consultants,
theoreticians and idea-men write ream
after ream of thoughtful intellectualised
nonsense about the Meaning Of Things.
[...] They hold conferences, speak, write
books and develop courses (complete
with certificates) for a subject that is largely
make-believe. By which I mean impractical, over-thought fluff based in large part
on a couple of source texts and the inferred
conclusions from a few source examples.
For Kelly, gamification is actually
quite straightforward. It “boils down to
one of three things: validation, completion
and prizes.” These are elements that closely
align with the concerns of management
at work.
The development of management
theory from Taylor onwards remains fundamentally concerned with new ways to
motivate, control, supervise, and ensure the
maximum extraction of value from labour.
At the current moment, the risks of the digital
economy are increasingly being shifted
onto workers with precarious employment
relations, typified with companies such
as Uber and Deliveroo, along with the
growing problem of precarious work. None
of these factors sound like work becoming
more playful or fun. Instead, management
is finding increasingly innovative ways to
encourage workers to be productive and

Dr. Jamie Woodcock

changed, workplaces have become
increasingly complex and difficult to effectively manage. In place of the physical
supervisor, many new methods of electronic
surveillance have been developed, for
example, in call centres. However, no matter
how technologically advanced the means
of surveillance in the workplace are, such
systems cannot solve the problems of motivation on their own.
It is because gamification seeks
to change how people behave that it finds
a use at work. The self-described “experts”
of gamification” illustrate these points
clearly. For example, Bob Marsh, the CEO
of LevelEleven, pointed out:“it’s not about
‘gamifying.’ It’s about driving revenue, saving
costs, making people more efficient.”
Similarly, Steve Sims, the VP Solutions &
Design at Badgeville, explained, “we like
to think of it as behavior management. It’s
how to get people to do more stuff, more
often, for more periods of time.” Also, Dave
McDermott, Director of Sales Enablement
at Kelly Services, argued that “gamification
is finding the way to incent the behaviors
that you want your team to have.” These
comments shed light upon the contexts in
which bosses are “gamifying” work experiences, and the decidedly un-playful motivations behind such activities.
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For a different kind of gamification
An important point that we therefore want
to reiterate is that game-like elements are
not the problem. Such elements, concepts
and mechanics are undoubtedly popular,
as if they were not, the concept of gamification – or as it should be called, gamification-from-above – could not have grown in
the way that is has. The rise of videogames
as a form of popular culture should not be
seen as a bad thing. Similarly, there are
instances where users themselves will develop approaches inspired by games in
order to alleviate boredom, motivate themselves, or simply for fun.
The success of gamification and
its uptake by such a wide range of industries
and demographics, in pursuit of “gamifying” an equally broad range of “serious”
life tasks is undeniable. Why, therefore, do
people want gamification? The answer is
that people seek to optimize their lives, find
easier ways to achieve their own goals,
deal with meeting the drives of capital, and
so on. This means co-opting the structural
formal elements of games, such as the
imposition of arbitrary rule-based systems,
“scoring”, and a feedback loop between
the “game” and the activities of the user,

Hanne Lippard

Against gamification-from-above?
This capture of game elements and repurposing in the workplace should not come
as a surprise to people either interested
in or having no choice but to work. In this
context, there is a need for a new understanding of “gamification.” There are, in
reality, two different kinds of gamification:
gamification-from-above and -from-below.
This plays on Hal Drapers distinction of
‘Socialism-from-above’ and ‘-from-below.’
While at first this may not seem like the
most appropriate metaphor, it highlights an
important dynamic that can be found with
gamification.
For Draper, ‘-from-above’ involved
socialism being “handed down to the
grateful masses in one form or another, by
a ruling elite which is not subject to their
control”, typified with Stalinism. Gamification-from-above, therefore also entails
a managerial elite that decides to impose
game-like elements into the lives of other
people, purporting to improve their experiences without genuine engagement or
dialogue. This is what has traditionally simply been called ‘gamification’, dominating
the term and forcing any divergent views into
the margins. This is a corruption of the original concept, as Stalinism was to socialism.
Game elements are introduced by
management within the context of work,
being enforced as gamification-from-above
upon workers. These elements are intended to intensify the labour process, con-

vincing workers to expend extra effort and
extracting even more sales and profits.
For example, call centres include scoring
and incentives to encourage workers to
make sales, and whiteboards replete with
sales targets and screens displaying
real-time performance are consequently
a common feature.

Dr. Jamie Woodcock

motivated, using game systems to aid
them in that task.
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Gamification-from-below
These threads can be pulled together into
another form of gamification: gamification-from-below. Again, drawing on the idea
of “socialism-from-below,” which Hal Draper
described as something that can “be
realized only through the self-emancipation
of activized masses in motion, reaching
out for freedom with their own hands, mobilized ‘from below’ in a struggle to take
charge of their own destiny, as actors (not
merely subjects) on the stage of history.”
As with the attempt to introduce game
like elements (for example, point scoring)
into non-game environments (most importantly work), gamification-from-below
goes further than just opposing gamification-from-above to introduce an impulse
of game elements of actual play as resistance strategies to work more broadly too,
not just the formal structures of games.
The understanding of play as a
subversion of work, rather than a reinforcement of work, is therefore still alive, and the
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Equally, there is also a clear politics
of resistance here, by bucking the capitalist
drive towards the optimization and efficiency
of one’s use of time. Where gamificationfrom-above co-opts players into neoliberal
pressures by finding newer ways to encourage people to work, a potential alternative would serve the exact opposite role.
This means not improving work through
the addition of game elements, but rather
undermining work through the addition
of game elements, whose objectives are
not those of the work activity.

Dr. Jamie Woodcock

into instrumental activities such as work
efficiency, exercise volume, dietary preferences, and so on.
We should therefore return to the
meaning that one might, with no prior
knowledge of the term, have of “gamification.” The term could instead readily imply
the transformation of something which is
not a game into a game, fundamentally
altering the nature of the activity in question, not merely the manner in which the
same activity is performed.
This is distinct from trying to make
something which is not a game more
pleasant or enjoyable through the addition
of game elements. In such a case, as in
gamification-from-above, the nature of the
activity does not change, and remains a
non-game. In turn, through game elements
the player/user’s inclination towards it
increases, and thus the non-game task
is (supposedly) performed more successfully. The motivation behind such interest
comes not from a desire for any kind
of true playfulness, but from a desire to be
‘better’ at doing one’s everyday tasks of
work and self-management.
What, therefore, would ‘gamification’
look like if we adhere to the perhaps
more intuitive understanding of the word
– truly transforming a non-game into a
game? We might immediately observe that
this would bring with it a particular set of
politics around the subversion, undermining, and even mockery, of “serious” life,
through its reduction to the non-instrumentality and therefore the pointlessness of
“play” under capitalism.

concept of gamification-from-below is
urgently needed to offset the neoliberal
ideological entanglements of what is
currently called ‘gamification’. Gamification-from-below is therefore a far more
‘true’ form of gamification, for it transforms
the non-game (work) into a game (of resistance), rather than merely taking parts of
a game and applying them to something
which is the opposite of a game.
Work – and its discipline by management
– is not, and can never be, playful. Gamification-from-below instead adds play where
play was not previously present, but does
so to challenge the prior structure of behaviour in the context being gamified, not
to enhance or support them. Instead of celebrating gamification uncritically, we need
to seek out and find those moments when
workers disrupt work for play. These subversions are gamification-from-below, and
resist the disciplinary mechanisms (including, but not limited to gamification-fromabove) of contemporary employment. They
also point to another way of living life, one
not subordinated to the drives of capitalism.
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